Azerinsaatservis LLC. constructs the first section of the bridge linking Baku Ring
Road and Baku-Guba-Russia State Border Motorway
Azerinsaatservis LLC.
Baku, Azerbaijan
2009/06/13
Azerinsaatservis LLC. constructs the first section of the tunnel within the framework of the “Bridge-1 Project”
which will link Baku Ring Road and Baku-Gubya-Russian Federation State Border Motorway within the scope
of the “Project for the Construction of Baku Ring Road”.
By means of the tunnel to be constructed within the scope of the “Bridge-1 Project”, it is planned that vehicles
moving from the direction of Elet to Baku Ring Road will exit to Baku-Guba-Russia State Border Motorway and
Baku International and Intercity Bus Terminal. The tunnel will be constructed in such a way to cross under the
road on the 7th km of Baku-Guba-Russian Federation State Border Motorway frequently used by vehicles.

Preparation works are rapidly carried out. The tunnel, which is intended to have a width of 14 meters
within the scope of the project, will comprise of two lanes. Plastering works and excavation works
within the framework of the project are currently being conducted. Concrete forms are being prepared.
Additionally, the direction of the communication lines running through the region within the scope of
the project has started to be changed.
Vehicle movement on Baku-Gubya-Russia State Border Motorway has been partly restricted according to the
construction works upon the permission of BDYP. Movement of the vehicles in the direction of SumgayıtBaku on Baku-Gubya-Russia State Border Motorway has been stopped for the construction of the tunnel’s

first section. Movement of the road freight vehicles driving in that direction has been directed to
Metbuat Street and Badamdar County through Hiyabani Street running through Yasamal Region. On
the other hand, movement of passenger cars has been directed to the tunnel in the direction of BakuSumgayıt coming from the opposite direction.
All security measures have been taken so as to ensure traffic safety on Baku-Gubya-Russia State Border
Motorway and the necessary road markings and informative signs, warning and safety signs have been placed.
The areas of construction works are illuminated at night.
It is planned that Azerinsaatservis LLC. will complete the construction works conducted in accordance with the
“Bridge-1 Project” within the scope of the “Project for the Construction of Baku Ring Road” at the beginning of
October.
Having been founded in 2003, Azerinsaatservis LLC. has turned into one of the leading companies in the
construction of roads and railways in Azerbaijan and the Caucasus. The Company, which offers high-quality
service, renders all kinds of services from A to Z in its primary field of business, namely in the construction of
roads and railways, with its own possibilities.
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